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Let K be the function field over a finite field of odd order, and let H be a definite
quaternion algebra over K. If L is an order of level M in H, we define theta series
for each ideal I of L using the reduced norm on H. Using harmonic analysis on the
completed algebra H. and the arithmetic of quaternion algebras, we establish a
transformation law for these theta series. We also define analogs of the classical
Hecke operators and show that in general, the Hecke operators map the theta series
to a linear combination of theta series attached to different ideals, a generalization
of the classical Eichler Commutation Relation. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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INTRODUCTION
Creating theta series from quaternion algebras has been of interest in the
study of modular forms over Q. In 1940 Hecke conjectured (see [8]) that
an explicit basis for the space of cusp forms of weight 2 and level p is given
by theta series attached to the norm form (associated to certain ideals of a
maximal order) of a quaternion algebra over Q. Eichler then formulated
the ‘‘basis problem’’; that is, find a basis for the space of modular forms of
elements whose Fourier coefficients can be computed explicitly. Eichler
subsequently proved this for many cases in [3, 4], and the most general
solution to the basis problem appears in [9].
It is natural to attempt to generalize the theory of theta series and Hecke
operators over number fields to all global fields. Theta series have only just
begun to be studied over rational function fields F(1T) using the ‘‘upper
half-plane’’ H=SL2(F((
1
T)))/SL2(F[[
1
T]]) first introduced in [12]. For
instance, an analog of the elementary theta series h(z) was used to compute
the ‘‘restricted representation numbers’’ of the quadratic form x21+x
2
2+
·· ·+x2k. More specifically, for polynomial a with coefficients in a finite
field, the Fourier coefficients of hk(z) give the number of ways of repre-
senting a as the sum of squares of k polynomials whose degrees are strictly
bounded by a positive integer m. By writing hk(z) as an explicit linear
combination of certain Poincaré series, precise formulas for these numbers
have been found (see [11]). See also Car’s work in [2], where the circle
method was used to find asymptotic solutions for the representation
numbers of diagonal quadratic forms with polynomial coefficients.
In [16], theta series were defined (on a slightly different upper half-plane
than that used in [11]) by using the norm from an imaginary quadratic
extension of a function field. In this paper we consider generalizations of
classical theta series and those of [16] by attaching a theta series to the
norm form of a definite quaternion algebra over a rational global function
field. We have also laid the groundwork for defining Brandt matrices,
which, given a formula for their traces, should help provide a solution to
the basis problem in the function field context. Further, the methods used
in [11] should be adaptable to give precise formulas for the representation
numbers of the norm forms in this work.
Any quadratic form in five or more variables over a function field is
necessarily indefinite. The representation numbers of such forms are typi-
cally infinite, so there will be no immediate generalizations of this work to
theta series attached to quadratic forms in a larger number of variables.
However, modifications have been made in the classical theory of theta
series to include indefinite quadratic forms over Z. One might be able to
adapt these techniques to study a larger class of theta series over function
fields.
In the first section we present the basic definitions and background for
the study of automorphic forms over function fields. We then introduce the
algebraic and arithmetic theory of quaternion algebras we will need. The
third section is devoted to introducing the theta series and proving the
transformation law. Finally, we introduce Hecke operators on these func-
tions, and explicitly describe the action of these operators on the theta
series.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let F be the finite field with q=p s elements, where p ] 2. Let A=F[T]
be the polynomial ring over F and denote the field of fractions of A by
K=F(T). For x=fg ¥ K
×, the discrete valuation v. corresponding to . is
defined v.(x)=deg(g)−deg(f), with the corresponding absolute value of
x defined |x|.=q−v.(x).We set v.(0)=+., so that |0|.=0.
Let K. denote the completion of K with respect to this absolute value.
K. is then F((
1
T)); so if x ¥ K
×
., it can be written uniquely as a Laurent
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series x=;ni=−. aiT i, where ai ¥ F and n=−v.(x). The ring of integers of
K. is the ring of formal Taylor series in
1
T :
OK.={x ¥ K. : |x|. [ 1}=F 55 1T66 .
OK. is a discrete valuation ring with unique maximal ideal PK.=
{x ¥ K. : |x|. < 1}.
Since SL2(OK. ) is a maximal compact subgroup of SL2(K.), a natural
‘‘upper half-plane’’ to choose in this setting is H=SL2(K.)/SL2(OK. ). As
noted in Lemma 1 of [11], we have:
Proposition 1.1 (Iwasawa Decomposition). The set
31y xy−1
0 y−1
2 : y=Tm, m ¥ Z, x ¥ T2m+1A4
is a complete set of coset representatives for H.
Given z=(T
m
0
xT−m
T−m ) ¥ H , we let Re(z)=x and Im(z)=Tm. Put
C.=311 a0 12 : a ¥ A4 ,
and suppose that f: HQ C is invariant under the action of C.. As shown
in [13], f can be expanded into a Fourier series in the following way. If
x=;ni=−. xiT i ¥ K., let e{x}=exp(2pi Tr(x1)/p), where Tr is the trace
from F=Fq to its prime subfield Fp. Then for z=(
y
0
xy−1
y−1 ) ¥ H,
f(z)= C
b ¥ T2A
cb(y) q(by2) e{bx}, (1.1)
where q=qOK. is the characteristic function of OK. and
cb(y)=q1−2m C
x ¥ T1−2mA/A
f 11y xy−1
0 y−1
22 e{−bx}.
Knowing what Fourier expansions look like in this setting allows us to
define theta series. The analog of the elementary theta series was first
introduced in [12],
h(z)=c(y) |y|
1
2 C
l ¥ TA
q(y2l2) e{xl2},
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where
c(y)=
|y|1/2. >y −1OK. e{yx
2} dx
>y −1OK. e{x
2} dx
,
and dx is Haar measure on K. normalized so that the measure of OK. is 1.
h(z) is an automorphic form on H with respect to the ‘‘full modular group
C’’ (see Proposition 2.13 of [12]).
Any quadratic form in 5 or more variables over a function field is neces-
sarily indefinite, which becomes a fundamental concern when attaching a
theta series to a quadratic form in this setting. We shall expand the classes
of theta series over function fields by attaching a theta series to the norm
form of a definite quaternion algebra over K.
2. QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
We remind the reader of some of the basic facts concerning quaternion
algebras. See [17] for more detail. Let K be the function field over the
finite field F and a, b ¥ K×. Denote by H=(a, bK ) the quaternion algebra
over K with K-vector space basis {1, i, j, k} subject to the relations i2=a,
j2=b, and k=ij=−ji. For a=w+xi+yj+zk ¥ H, the conjugate of a is
defined a¯=w−xi−yj−zk. We then define the (reduced) norm of a by
NH/K(a)=aa¯ and the (reduced) trace of a by TrH/K(a)=a+a¯.
Given a prime p ¥ A (including .), let Hp=H éK Kp be the correspond-
ing quaternion algebra over Kp. There are only two quaternion algebras
(up to isomorphism) over Kp: M2(Kp) and the unique quaternion division
algebra. A prime p of K is said to split in H if Hp is the matrix algebra; p
ramifies in H if Hp is a division algebra. If Hp is a division algebra, it can
identified with the set,
31 a b
pKb¯ a¯
2 : a, b ¥ Lp 4 , (2.1)
where Lp is the unique unramified quadratic extension of Kp, pK is a uni-
formizing parameter of Kp, and l¯ denotes conjugation in Lp.
Let E be K or Kp (p finite or infinite), and let O be the ring of integers of
E. If HŒ is a quaternion algebra over E, then by an order in HŒ, we mean a
free O-module of rank 4 which is also a subring of HŒ with identity.
For an order L … H, let JH denote the ideles of the quaternion algebra H;
so as a set,
JH=3 l˜=(lp) ¥D
p
H×p | lp ¥ L×p for almost all p4 ,
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where the product is over all primes (including the infinite one) of K. Given
any two orders L and C of H, we must have Lp=Cp for almost all p, hence
the definition of JH is independent of the order we choose. This is analo-
gous to the ideles of K:
JK=3 k˜=(kp) ¥D
p
K×p | kp ¥ A×p for almost all p4 .
If L is an order of H, then a left L-ideal I is a free left A-submodule of H
of rank 4 so that for all finite primes p, Ip=Lplp for some lp ¥ H×p . Since
Ip must equal Lp for almost all p, there exists an l˜ ¥ JH whose components
are equal to lp for all finite p. Hence we may write I=Ll˜, where l˜ ¥ JH is
an appropriate idele. Two left L-ideals I and J are in the same ideal class if
I=Jl for some l ¥ H×. The number of ideal classes is finite and is called
the class number of L.
If I is a left L-ideal for some order L in H, then the left order of I is
{l ¥ H | lI … I} and the right order of I is {l ¥ H | Il … I}. An ideal is
integral if it is contained in its left order. Let {I1, I2, ..., Ih} be a complete
set of left L-ideal class representatives with corresponding right orders
{L=L1, L2, ..., Lh}. The number of mutually non-isomorphic orders in
this set is called the type number of L.
Definition 2.1. If I is a left L-ideal, the norm of I is the fractional
A-ideal generated by {NH/K(l) | l ¥ I}. Equivalently, if I=Ll˜, where
l˜=(lp), then NH/K(I) is given by the coset (NH/K(lp)) ·U(A) in the ideles of
K. Here, U(A)={k˜=(kp) ¥ JK | kp ¥ A×p for all p}.
Given a, p ¥ A with p an irreducible, let (ap) be the Legendre symbol of a
over p. If m ¥ A and m=p1 p2...pt with pi irreducible, one defines
(a/m)=(a/p1)(a/p2) · · · (a/pt).
Now let a=anTn+an−1Tn−1+·· ·+a0 ¥ A. Define
sgn(a)=˛+1, if an is a square of F×
−1, if an is not a square of F×.
If u ¥ F× and b is any element of A with positive degree, one checks that
(ub)=sgn(u)
deg b.
If (a, b)p is the Hilbert symbol at the prime p, then we will need:
Theorem 2.2 ([1], Law of Quadratic Reciprocity). Let a and b be rela-
tively prime elements of F[T] of positive degree. Then
(a, b).=1ab21ba2=(−1) q−12 deg a deg b sgn(a)deg b sgn(b)deg a.
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2.1. Definite Quaternion Algebras
We shall want to work with definite quaternion algebras over K; that is,
algebras H such that H.=H éK K. is a division algebra. One can show
(see [4, Satz 2]) that if L is any order in such a quaternion algebra, then
the number of elements in L× must be finite. It is not hard to show the
cardinality of the set {l ¥ L |NH/K(l)=a}, for a ¥ A is finite when H is
definite. These cardinalities will turn out to be the Fourier coefficients of
our theta series, so finiteness is important. Therefore, we will work exclu-
sively with definite quaternion algebras, so we now show how to construct
one.
Theorem 2.3. Let S={p1, · · · , p2t−1,.} be a set of primes of K includ-
ing .. Put M0=p s11 p s22 · · · p s2t−12t−1, where the si are odd positive integers, and
M=M0N, where N is an element of A prime to M0. Choose a prime q so
that (qp)=−1 for all p |M0, and (
q
p)=+1 for all p | N. If we can also choose
q so that (Mq )=+1, then the quaternion algebra (
M, q
K ) is ramified precisely at
the primes in S.
Remark 2.4. Suppose that deg p is odd for all finite p |M0, and deg p is
even for all finite p | N. If we choose u ¥ F×−F×2, then the algebra
H=(M, uK ) is ramified precisely at the primes of S.
Proof. Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we choose a ¥ A so that
(ap)=−1 for each prime p dividing M0 and (
a
p)=+1 for all p dividing N.
Since gcd(a, M)=1, we use the analog of Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in
arithmetic progressions in function fields (see the corollary of [6]) to find
b ¥ A so that a+bM=q, where q is prime.
By evaluating Hilbert symbols, one sees that the algebra (M, qK ) ramifies at
every prime dividing M0, and at no other prime except possibly q or ..
Since the number of ramified primes must be even, it must be that H rami-
fies at precisely one of . or q. Hence we choose the prime q so that
(M, q).=1Mq 21 qM2=(−1) q−12 degM deg q sgn(M)deg q sgn(q)degM=−1.
Since ( qM)=<p |M (qp)=−1, this is equivalent to choosing the prime q so
that (Mq )=+1. L
We shall now define specific orders of H which will be important in the
definition of the theta series.
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Definition 2.5. Let H=(M, qK ) be the quaternion algebra described in
Theorem 2.3. An order L has levelM=M0N if for all finite primes p,
Lp 5 ˛31 a p rbp r+1b¯ a¯ 2 : a, b ¥ OLp 4 if p |M0, ordp(M)=2r+1,1 Ap Ap
pordp(M)Ap Ap
2 otherwise.
Here, OLp is the ring of integers of the unique unramified extension Lp
of Kp.
The following test to determine whether an order has level M=M0N is
well known.
Lemma 2.6. If L is an order of H with A-basis {e1, e2, e3, e4}, then L has
orderM=M0N if and only if:
(1) Lp contains a subring isomorphic to Ap À Ap for p | N,
(2) Lp contains a subring isomorphic to the ring of integers of the
unique unramified quadratic extension of Kp if p |M0,
(3) disc(L)=M2 mod A×2.
We now construct an order of level M using the following analog of
Lemma 1.2 in [7].
Proposition 2.7. Let H=(M, qK ) be the quaternion algebra described in
Theorem 2.3. Choose an r ¥ A so that r2M−1 — 0 mod q. Then an order of
levelM in H is
L=A+A(1+j)+A(i+k)+A
rMj+k
q
.
Proof. First notice that in order for (M, qK ) to be ramified at ., we had
to choose the prime q so that (Mq )=+1. Thus, such an r exists and the
construction is possible. Next notice that L is a lattice which contains a
basis for H over K. Showing that L is closed under multiplication is long
but standard computation. We need to show that L satisfies the three
conditions of Lemma 2.6.
Observe that L contains the subring A+A(1+j), so for any prime p, Lp
contains the subring Ap+Ap(1+j)=Ap+Ap(1+`q). But q is a square in
Kp if and only if (
q
p)=+1. Hence
Ap+Ap(1+`q)=3Ap+Apu if (qp)=+1,
Ap+Ap(`u) if (qp)=−1,
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where u is any unit of Ap which is not a square of Ap/pAp. But we have
constructed q in such a way that (qp)=+1 when p | N, and (
q
p)=−1 when
p |M0. Hence we see that Lp contains the subring
Ap+Ap(1+`q) 5 Ap+Ap if p | N
5 Ap+Ap `u if p |M0,
and the conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.6 are satisfied.
For condition (3), tedious calculation shows that
disc(L)=det R2 2 0 02 2−2q 0 −2rM0 0 −2M+2Mq 2M
0 −2rM 2M
−2r2M2+2M
q
S=16M2,
which is inM2A×2. L
If C is a lattice on H, let C# denote the dual of C:
{l ¥ H. | e{−TrH./K. (cl¯)}=1 -c ¥ C}.
Given an order L of level M in H and I a left L-ideal, we will need to
compute the dual of I. We first need some additional information about L.
Suppose that L corresponds (by the local-global correspondence) to the
collection of local orders˛3l−1p 1 a p rbp r+1b¯ a¯ 2 lp | a, b ¥ OLp 4 if p |M0, ordp(M)=2r+1,
l−1p 1 Ap Appordp(M)Ap Ap 2 lp otherwise.
We then define the idele p˜ ¥ JH as
p˜=(pp)=˛l−1p 1 0 p rp r+1 0 2 lp, if p |M0, ordp(M)=2r+1
l−1p 1 0 1pordp(M) 02 lp, if p | N
1 otherwise.
The ideal M˜=Lp˜ is two-sided since pp is in the normalizer of Lp for all p.
Note also that N(M˜)=M. Minor modifications of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 of
[14] give:
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Proposition 2.8. Let L be an order of levelM in H, and I a left L-ideal.
Then the dual of I is T2M˜ −1I/N(I).
We will be doing harmonic analysis on H., so we give a better descrip-
tion of it now. One can extend the exponential valuation v. on K.
uniquely to a normalized exponential valuation w. on H. by defining
w.(l)=v.(NH./K. (l)) for any l ¥ H.. The unique maximal order of H. is
OH.={l ¥ H. |w.(l) \ 0}. If p ¥ H. is chosen so that w.(p)=1, then
every one sided ideal of OH. is a two-sided ideal, and is a power
PH.=pOH. . Let L. be the unique unramified quadratic extension of K.,
with OL. and PL. the ring of integers and unique maximal ideal of L.,
respectively. The residue class ring OH./PH. is isomorphic to a finite field
extension of F of dimension 2, and in fact OH./PH. 5 OL./PL. . See [15,
Chap. 3, Sects. 12 and 13] for proofs of the above statements.
Since H. is a division algebra over K., H.=L.+L.p. Conjugation on
H. is the K.-automorphism of H. induced by p¯=−p which extends the
non-trivial K.-automorphism of L., and satisfies cl=l¯c¯ for all c, l ¥ H..
In particular, we must have
lpk=pkl¯=(−1)k pkl¯
for all l ¥ L. and k ¥ Z.
Every element of PnH. can be expressed uniquely as ;.i=n cip i, where ci is
chosen from a fixed set of representatives of OL./PL. . We shall need the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. Let a=;.i=n cip i ¥PnH. . Then
NH./K. (a)= C
.
i, j=n
i < j
i+j — 0(2)
(−1) i T−
i+j
2 TrH./K. (cicj)+C
.
i=n
(−1) i ciciT−i.
Proof. If a=;.i=n cip i ¥PnH. , then a¯=;.i=n (−1) i p ici, so
NH./K. (a)= C
.
i, j=n
i < j
[(−1) j cip i+jcj+(−1) i cjp i+jci]+C
.
i=n
(−1) i cip2ici,
from which the result follows. L
3. THE THETA SERIES
Fix an order L in H and let I be a left L-ideal. For a fixed a ¥ A, set
rI(a)=
1
|L× |
·#3l ¥ I : N(l)
N(I)
=a4 ,
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where N=NH/K. Note that since H is definite, rI(a) must be finite. For a
fixed left L-ideal I, define the theta series,
hI(z)=
1
|L× |
C
l ¥ TI
q 1y2 N(l)
N(I)
2 e 3x N(l)
N(I)
4 ,
where z=(y0
xy−1
y−1 ) ¥ H and q=qOK. is the characteristic function of OK. .
Notice that if l ¥ TI, then N(l)N(I)=T
2 N(m)
N(I) , for some m ¥ I. As N(I) |N(m) for
every m ¥ I, we must have N(l)N(I) ¥ T
2A. Thus, our theta series has the shape of
the Fourier series described in Eq. (1.1). Notice that if z=(y0
xy−1
y−1 ), with
y=T−m, then
hI(z)= C
a ¥ A
deg a [ 2m−2
rI(a) e{xT2a}.
Let L be an order of level M, and I a left L-ideal. The goal of this
section is to prove hI(z) transforms nicely under the action of C0(M). In
particular, for A=(ac
b
d) ¥ C0(M), we shall prove
hI(Az)=q−2v.(cx+d)hI(z).
3.1. Inversion Formula
Let m be an additive Haar measure on H.. If a ¥ H×., then modH. (a)
=q−w.(a), where modH. (a) is the module of a. We identify H. with its dual
Hg. using the canonical character e{TrH./K. (xy¯)}. Then, for any function
f: H. Q C, we define its Fourier transform on H
g
. by
fg(mg)=F
H.
f(m) e{−TrH./K. (mm
g)} dm.
We now define the function f: H. Q C by
f(m)=fG, H(m)=q(NH./K. (m) G) e{NH./K. (m) H},
where G, H are fixed elements of K. Eventually we shall substitute the
values G=kl y
2 and H=kl x, where z=(
y
0
xy−1
y−1 ), and k, l are any nonzero
elements of F[T]. Recalling that y=Tm for some m ¥ Z and that
x ¥ T2m+1A, we see that unless x=0, v.(x) [ −1−2m. Thus,
v.(H)=v. 1kl x2 [ v. 1kl 2−2m−1 < v. 1kl 2−2m=v.(G).
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Letting g=v.(G) and h=v.(H), we have that g−h > 0. We shall assume
this relationship throughout.
We will first need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let v.(G)=g and v.(H)=h. Then
F
H.
q(NH./K. (m) G) e{NH./K. (m) H} dm=q
2h+1 F
OH.
dm.
Proof. To simplify notation, we will now write N for NH./K. and Tr for
TrH./K. . Since the N: H. 0 K. is surjective (see [15, p. 153]), we can
choose a b ¥ H. so that N(b)=H. We replace m by
m
b in the above integral.
Then we see that d(mb)=q
2w.(b)=q2v.(N(b))=q2h, so
F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H} dm=q2h F
H.
q 1N 1m
b
2 G2 e 3N 1m
b
2H4 dm
=q2h F
P
h−g
H.
e{N(m)} dm.
Observe that m can be written uniquely as m=n+w, where w ¥Pg−h−1H. and
n ¥Ph−gH. modP
g−h−1
H. . Hence the integral simplifies to
F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H} dm
=q2h C
n ¥Ph−gH.
n modPg−h−1H.
F
P
g−h−1
H.
e{N(n)+N(w)+Tr(nw¯)} dw
=q2h C
n ¥Ph−gH.
n modPg−h−1H.
e{N(n)} F
P
g−h−1
H.
dw,
since one checks both v.(Tr(nw¯)) \ 0 and v.(N(w)) \ 0.
Since every element P−nH. can be expressed uniquely as ;.i=−n cip i, with
ci ¥ OL./PL. , we see that the elements in P
−n
H. modP
n−1
H. are given by the
set
3 Cn−2
i=−n
cip i | ci ¥ OL./PL. 4 .
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If l=;n−2i=−n cip i, then by Lemma 2.9,
N(l)= C
n−2
i, j=−n
i < j
i+j — 0(2)
(−1) i T−
i+j
2 Tr(cicj)+ C
n−2
i=−n
(−1) i ciciT−i.
Hence we compute
C
(c−n, c1−n..., cn−2)
e 3T 1 Cn−2
i, j=−n
i < j
i+j=−2
(−1) i Tr(cicj)−c−1c−1 24 ,
where the sum is over all possible (2n−1)-tuples in OL./PL. . This sum can
be re-written as
C
(c−n, ..., c−2)
C
(cn−2, ..., c0)
e 3T 1Tr 1 Cn
i=2
(−1) i c−ici−2 224 C
c−1
e{−Tc−1c−1}.
Observing that ; c−1 e{−Tc−1c−1}=q and
C
(c−n, ..., c−2)
C
(cn−2, ..., c0)
e 3T 1Tr 1 Cn
i=2
(−1) i c−ici−2 224
is a character sum on Fn−1q2 , we see that
C
(c−n, ..., c−2)
C
(cn−2, ..., c0)
e 3T 1Tr 1 Cn
i=2
(−1) i c−ici−2 224=q2n−2.
Consequently, ; n ¥Ph−gH. , n modPg−h−1H. e{N(n)}=q
2(g−h)−1. Combining this with
our previous computations, we find
F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H} dm=q2(g−h)−1q2h F
P
g−h−1
H.
dm=q2h+1 F
OH.
dm ,
which proves the lemma. L
To proceed with the inversion formula, we compute fg(mg).
Theorem 3.2. If f(m)=q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H}, with v.(G) > v.(H),
then
fg(mg)=q2h+1q 1N(mg) G
H2
2 e 3 − 1
H
N(mg)4 F
OH.
dm.
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Proof. We first assume that v.(N(mg)) [ 2h−g−1. Since m is an addi-
tive Haar measure on H.,
fg(mg)=F
H.
q(N(m+m0) G) e{N(m+m0) H} e{−Tr((m+m0) mg)} dm,
which is equal to
e{−Tr(m0mg)} F
H.
q(N(m+m0) G) e{N(m) H+N(m0) H
+Tr(mm0) H−Tr(mmg)} dm
for any m0 ¥ H.. Choosing m0=Tmg
−1
, we see that Tr(m0mg)=2T ] 0, and
so e{−Tr(m0mg)}=e{2T} ] 1.
Using the hypothesis that v.(N(mg)) [ 2h−g−1, one checks that
q(N(m+m0) G)=q(N(m) G). This reduces our computation of fg(mg) to
e{−Tr(m0mg)} F
H.
q(N(m) G)
×e{N(m) H+N(m0) H+Tr(mm0) H−Tr(mmg)} dm.
Next notice that when q(N(m) G)=1, e{N(m0) H}=e{Tr(mm0) H)}=1.
Hence
fg(mg)=e{−Tr(m0mg)} F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H−Tr(mmg)} dm
=e{−Tr(m0mg)} fg(mg).
Since we have chosen m0 so that e{−Tr(m0mg)} ] 1, we must have
fg(mg)=0.
Now suppose that v.(N(mg)) \ 2h−g. Using the (additive) translation
invariance of the Haar measure, we replace m by m+m
g
H and find
fg(mg)=e 3 −Tr(mgmg)
H
+
N(mg)
H
4 F
H.
q(N(m+mgH−1) G) e{N(m) H} dm.
One verifies that q(N(m+mgH−1) G)=q(N(m) G) when v.(N(mg)) \
2h−g. This reduces the integral to
fg(mg)=e 3 −Tr(mgmg)
H
+
N(mg)
H
4 F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H} dm
=e 3 −N(mg)
H
4 F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m) H} dm.
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We have shown
fg(mg)=q 1N(mg) G
H2
2 e 3 − 1
H
N(mg)4 F
H.
q(N(m) G) e{N(m)} dm.
Using Lemma 3.1, this simplifies to
fg(mg)=q2h+1q 1N(mg) G
H2
2 e 3 − 1
H
N(mg)4 F
OH.
dm.
L
Now let l ¥ K×. and c ¥ H., and define F: H. 0 C by
F(m)=q(N(c+lm) G) e{N(c+lm) H}.
If we replace m by m− cl , then under this substitution, c+lmQ lm, so
Fg(mg)=e 3Tr 1cmg
l
24 F
H.
q(N(lm) G) e{N(lm) H−Tr(mmg)} dm.
If we let mQ ml , then d(
m
l)=q
2w.(l)dm=q4v.(l). We find that Fg(mg) is equal
to
q4v.(l)e 3Tr 1cmg
l
24 F
H.
q(N(m) G) e 3N(m) H−Tr 1m mg
l
24 dm or
q4v.(l)+v.(H
2)+1e 3Tr 1cmg
l
24 q 1N 1mg
l
2 G
H2
2 e 3 − 1
H
N 1mg
l
24 F
OH.
dm.
We now choose the Haar measure m on H. so that m(H./I)=1, and
use Poisson summation
C
l ¥ I
F(l)= C
l
g ¥ I#
Fg(lg)
to obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let L be an order of H and I a left L-ideal. Suppose
that G and H are elements of K. satisfying v.(G) > v.(H). If l ¥ K×. and
c ¥ H., then
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C
l ¥ I
q(NH./K. (c+ll) G) e{NH./K. (c+ll) H}=q
4v.(l)c(H, I)
· C
l
g ¥ I#
e 3TrH./K. 1clgl 24 q 1NH./K. 1l
g
l
2 G
H2
2 e 3 − 1
H
NH./K. 1lgl 24 ,
where c(H, I)=q2v.(H)+1m(OH. ).
We now shift our attention back to the global setting. Let c ¥ I and
k, l ¥ F[T], and define
hI(z; l, c, k)= C
l ¥ I
l — c mod lI
q 1kNH/K(l) y2l 2 e 3kNH/K(l) xl 4 ,
so that
hI(z)=
1
|L× |
hI 1z; 1, 0, T2N(I)2 .
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4 (Inversion Formula). Let L be an order in H, and I a left
L-ideal. If z=(y0
xy−1
y−1 ), put −
1
z=(
0
−1
1
0) z. Then if x ] 0, we have
hI# 1 −1z , l, w, 1k2=c 1kxl , I2−1 Cc ¥ I/lI e 3 −TrH/K 1cw¯l 24 hI(z; l, c, k),
where c(kxl , I) is defined as in Proposition 3.3.
Proof. If l ¥ H,
hI(z; l, c, k)= C
l ¥ I
l — c mod lI
q 1kNH/K(l) y2l 2 e 3kNH/K(l) xl 4
=C
l ¥ I
q 1kNH./K. (c+ll) y2l 2 e 3kNH./K. (c+ll) xl 4 ,
which is the series appearing in Proposition 3.3.
In order to make the notation manageable in what follows, we will now
use N for NH/K and Tr for TrH/K. If G=ky2/l and H=kx/l with x ] 0,
then
v.(H)=v. 1kxl 2 [ v. 1kl 2−2m−1 < v. 1kl 2−2m=v.(G).
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Hence we can apply Proposition 3.3 to hI(z; l, c, k) and see that
hI(z; l, c, k)= C
l
g ¥ I#
e 3Tr 1clg
l
24 q 1 l
k
N 1lg
l
2 y2
x2
2 e 3 − l
k
N 1lg
l
2 1
x
4 .
For a fixed w ¥ I#, we multiply both sides of the equation above by
; c ¥ I/lI e{−Tr(cw¯l )} and obtain
C
I/lI
e 3 −Tr 1cw¯
l
24 hI(z; l, c, k)=c 1kxl , I2 q4v.(l)
· C
l
g ¥ I#
q 1 l
k
N 1lg
l
2 y2
x2
2 e 3 − l
k
N 1lg
l
2 1
x
4 C
c ¥ I/lI
e 3Tr 1c
l
(lg− w¯24
=c 1kx
l
, I2 C
l
g ¥ I#
l
g — w mod lI#
q 11
k
N(lg)
y2
lx2
2 e 3 −1
k
N(lg)
1
lx
4 .
Note that if z=(y0
xy−1
y−1 ), then −
1
z — 1 yx − 1x xy0 xy 2 . Therefore, Re(−1z)=−1x and
Im(−1z)=
y
x , and so
C
c ¥ I/lI
e 3 −Tr 1cw¯
l
24 hI(z; l, c, k)=c 1kxl , I2 hI# 1 −1z ; l, w, 1k2 .
L
We shall need one last identity, which is easily established.
Proposition 3.5. Let I be a left L-ideal. If z ¥ H and r ¥ K, then
hI(z; l, c, k)= C
r ¥ I/rlI
r — c mod lI
hI(z; rl, r, rk).
3.2. Orders of LevelM in H
In the above inversion formula we have left m(OH. ) undetermined. We
now begin to determine what m(OH. ) will be by restricting the global orders
in H to orders of level M. We will need an explicit description of OH. in
terms of the basis {1, i, j, k} of H=(M, qK ).
Let H=(M, qK ) be as in Theorem 2.3, H.=K.+K.i+K. j+K.k, where
i2=M and j2=q. By Corollary 2.2 of [10], we know that by choosing
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p ¥ H. so that w.(p)=1, then H.=L.+L.p and OH.=OL.+pOL. .
Identifying H. with ˛R a b¯1
T
b a¯
S : a, b ¥ L. ˇ
as in Eq. 2.1, we see that p can be taken to be ( 0T−1
1
0).
Observe that if H=(M, qK ) is ramified at ., then by using the formula
(M, q).=(−1)
q−1
2 degM deg q sgn(M)deg q sgn(q)degM=−1,
one sees that precisely one of the quadratic extensions K.(`q), K.(`M),
or K.(`uqM) is unramified, where u is chosen from F so that K.(`uqM)
] K..
Lemma 3.6. Let H.=(
M, q
K.
). Then the unique maximal order OH. of H.
is given by˛OK.+T v.(M)2 OK. i+T v.(q)−12 OK. j+T v.(qM)−12 OK.k,if K.(`M) is unramifiedOK.+T v.(M)−12 OK. i+T v.(q)2 OK. j+T v.(qM)−12 OK.k,
if K.(`q) is unramified
OK.+T
v.(M)−1
2 OK. i+T
v.(q)−1
2 OK. j`u+T
v.(qM)
2 OK.k`u,
if K.(`uqM) is unramified,
where u is an appropriately chosen unit of F so that K.(`uqM) ] K..
Proof. Let V. be the normalized valuation on L. which extends v. on
K., and suppose that K.(`M) is unramified. Observe that
OH.={x+y`q | x, y, ¥ L., V.(x) \ 0, V.(y2q) \ 1}
=OL.+T
v.(q)−1
2 OL. ,
where OL. is the ring of integers of K.(`M). Noting that OL.=
OK.+T
v.(M)/2OK. `M, we obtain that OH. is equal to
OK.+T
v.(M)
2 OK. `M+T
v.(q)−1
2 OK. `q+T
v.(qM)−1
2 OK. `qM.
The other cases follow similarly. L
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To compute the measure of OH. , we first need the following
Lemma 3.7. Let L be an order of levelM in H, and let C be the lattice
TA+TAi+TAj+TAk.
If L: LQ C is the non-singular linear map from L to C, then |det L|.
=q4−v.(q).
Proof. Recall that by Definition 2.5, all orders of level M are locally
conjugate, hence we see that the determinant is independent of the order of
level M that we choose. Let L be the order given in Proposition 2.7. It is
easily seen that the matrix of L: LQ C isRT −T −rTM rTM0 T rTM −rTM
0 0 T 0
0 0 −Tq Tq
S ,
and |det L|.=q4−v.(q). L
We can now compute the measure of OH. . Recall that in Proposition 3.3
we have chosen the Haar measure m on H. so that m(H./I)=1, where I is
a fixed left L-ideal.
Lemma 3.8. Let L be any order of level M in H, and I a left L-ideal. If
C is the lattice TA+TAi+TAj+TAk, choose a Haar measure m on H. so
that m(H./I)=1. Then
m(OH. )=q
3+v.(M) |N(I)−2|..
Proof. Choose a ¥ A so that aI is an integral ideal. By Lemma 2 of [18,
Sect. II.4], we see that m(H./aI)=[L : aI] m(H./L). But m(H./aI)=
q−4v.(a)m(H./I) and [L: aI] m(H./L)=q−4v.(a) |N(I)2|. m(H./L), so that
m(H./I)=|N(I)2|. m(H./L).
Having chosen m which satisfies m(H./I)=1, we see that m(H./L)=
|N(I)−2|..
Now consider the lattice C=TA+TAi+TAj+Tk. Since there exists
b ¥ A so that bC … L, we see that m(H./bC)=[L : bC] |N(I)−2|.. Com-
putations identical to those done above show that
m(H./bC)=q−4v.(b)m(H./C) and [L : bC]=q−4v.(b) |det L|.,
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where L is the non-singular linear map from L to C. Using Lemma 3.7, we
simplify this to
m(H./C)=q4−v.(q) |N(I)−2|.. (3.1)
We now relate m(H./C) to m(OH. ). Notice that when K.(`q) or
K.(`M) is unramified, we can compare m(H./C) to m(OH. ) easily. If
K.(`M) is unramified, then
OH.=OK.+T
v.(M)
2 OK. i+T
v.(q)−1
2 OK. j+T
v.(qM)−1
2 OK.k,
while
H./C 5 OK.+OK. i+OK. j+OK.k.
As both H./C and OH. are both full OK. -lattices, there is a nonsingular
map N: OH. QH./C, and one sees that detN=T
1−v.(qM). Likewise, if
K.(`q) is unramified one sees that the determinant of the map from
OH. QH./C is T
1−v.(qM). Now,
m(N(OH. ))=modH. (N) m(OH. )=modK. (detN) m(OH. ),
so we see that
m(H./C)=q−v.(detN)m(OH. )=q
−v.(T
1−v.(qM))m(OH. ).
Combining our results in Eq. 3.1, we see that
m(OH. )=q
3+v.(M) |N(I)−2|..
If K.(`uqM) is unramified, we compare m(OH. ) with m(H./CŒ), where
CŒ=TA+TAi+TAj`u+TAk`u,
and u ¥ F× is defined as above. Noting that m(H./C)=m(H./CŒ), the
result follows in this case as well. L
We now summarize these results using Theorem 3.4 for a more precise
inversion formula:
Theorem 3.9. Let L be an order of level M in H and I a left L-ideal. If
z=(y0
xy−1
y−1 ), put −
1
z=(
0
−1
1
0) z. Then if x ] 0, we have
hI# 1 −1z ; l, w, 1k2=C 1kxl , I2−1 Cc ¥ I/lI e 3 −TrH/K 1cw¯l 24 hI(z; l, c, k),
where C(kxl , I)=q
2v.(kx/l)+v.(M)+4 |N(I)−2|..
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3.3. Transformation Formula
Let L be an order of level M in H, and I a left L-ideal. We now analyze
the behavior of hI(z) under the action of
C0(M)=31a bc d2 ¥ SL2(A) | c — 0 modM4 .
Proposition 3.10. Let hI(z)=hI(z; 1, 0, T2/N(I)). Then for every
A=(ac
b
d) ¥ C0(M)
hI 1Az; 1, 0, T2N(I)2=q−2v.(cx+dd ) Cr ¥ I/dI e 3T
2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 hI 1z; 1, 0, T2N(I)2 .
Proof. For z ¥ H, denote by az+bcz+d the matrix product (
a
c
b
d) z. Write
1a b
c d
2 z as 11 bd
0 1
21d−1 0
c d
2 z=b
d
+zŒ.
Then by Proposition 3.5,
hI 1bd+zŒ; 1, 0, T
2
N(I)
2= C
r ¥ I/dI
r — 0 mod I
hI 1bd+zŒ; d, r, T
2d
N(I)
2 .
If zŒ=(yŒ0 xŒy
−−1
y −−1 ), then
b
d+zŒ=(yŒ0
(b/d+xŒ) y −−1
y −−1 ). So
hI 1bd+zŒ; d, r, T
2d
N(I)
2
= C
l ¥ I
l — r mod dI
q 1 dT2
N(I)
N(l)
y −2
d
2 e 3 dT2
N(I)
N(l)
xŒ
d
4 e 3 T2
N(I)
N(l)
b
d
4
=e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 hI 1zŒ; d, r, T2dN(I)2 .
Observe that since
−
1
zŒ —
Rdyx −d(cx+d)x xdy
0
x
dy
S mod SL2(OK. ),
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and hI(z) is invariant under the action of C., we can replace z by an
appropriate (10
h
1) z to ensure Re(−
1
z) ] 0 or −
d
c . We can then apply the
Inversion Formula and obtain
hI 1bd+zŒ; 1, 0, T
2
N(I)
2=C RN(I) 1−cd−d2x 2
T2d2
, I#
S−1
· C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 C
y ¥ I#/dI#
e 3 −Tr 1yr¯
d
24 hI# 1 − 1zŒ ; d, y, N(I)T2d 2 .
Since Re(−1/zŒ)=−dc−d2/x and Im(−1/zŒ)=dy/x,
hI# 1 − 1zŒ ; d, y, N(I)T2d 2
= C
l ¥ I#
l — y mod dI#
q 1N(I)
T2
N(l)
y2
x2
2 e 3 −N(I)
T2
N(l)
1
x
4 e 3 −N(I)
T2d
N(l) c4 .
For l=y+dn, n ¥ I#,
N(I) N(l) c
T2d
=
N(I) N(y) c
dT2
+
cdN(n) N(I)
T2
+
cN(I) Tr(ny¯)
T2
.
By Proposition 2.8, the dual of I is T2M˜ −1I/N(I), where M˜ is the canoni-
cal two-sided ideal of L. Therefore, if we write n=T2ab/N(I), where
a ¥ M˜−1, b ¥ I, then
cdN(n) N(I)
T2
=
T2dN(b)
N(I)
· cN(a).
Since b ¥ I, a ¥ M˜−1, and c — 0 modM, we must have cdN(n) N(I)/
T2 ¥ T2A. Likewise, cN(I) Tr(ny¯)/T2 ¥ T2A, since Tr(ny¯)=N(n+y)−
N(n)−N(y), with n, y ¥ I#. Then
hI# 1 − 1zŒ ; d, y, N(I)T2d 2=e 3 −N(I) N(y) cT2d 4 hI# 1 −1z ; d, y, dN(I)T2 2 .
Collecting our computations so far, we have
hI 1az+bcz+d2=C
RN(I) 1cd+d2x 2
−T2d2
, I#
S−1
C
y ¥ I#/dI#
hI# 1 −1z ; d, y, dN(I)T2 2
· C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
−
Tr(rr¯)
d
−
N(I)N(y) c
dT2
4 .
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We replace r by r−cN(I) y/T2 in the final sum, which becomes
C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
−
1
d
Tr(yr¯)−
N(I) N(y) c
dT2
4
= C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
+
acN(I) N(y)
T2
−aTr(yr¯)4 .
Using the fact that r ¥ I, y ¥ I#, and c — 0 modM, one finds
C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
−
1
d
Tr(yr¯)−
N(I) N(y) c
dT2
4= C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 .
Therefore,
hI 1az+bcz+d; 1, 0, T
2
N(I)
2
=C
RN(I) 1−cd−d2x 2
T2d2
, I#
S−1
· C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 C
y ¥ I#/dI#
hI# 1 −1z ; d, y, dN(I)T2 2 .
By Proposition 3.5, this becomes
hI 1az+bcz+d; 1, 0, T
2
N(I)
2
=C
RN(I) 1−cd−d2x 2
T2d2
, I#
S−1
C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 hI# 1 −1z ; 1, 0, N(I)T2 2 .
Now apply the inversion formula once more to get
hI 1az+bcz+d; 1, 0, T
2
N(I)
2=C RN(I) 1−cd−d2x 2
T2d2
, I#
S−1
·C 1 T2x
N(I)
, I2−1 C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4 hI 1z; 1, 0, T2N(I)2 .
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Using Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 2.8, one finds
C
RN(I) 1−cd−d2x 2
T2d2
, I#
S−1
C 1 T2x
N(I)
, I2−1=q−2v.(cx+dd ).
Substituting these values into the above equation yields the proposition. L
To evaluate ;r ¥ I/dI e{T2N(r) b/N(I) d}, we first prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Let L be an order of level M in H, and h be relatively
prime to d. Then there exists l ¥ L so that N(l) — h mod d.
Proof. Notice first that it suffices to prove that if p | d, then there exists
li ¥ L so that N(li) — h mod p i. So we begin by proving that there exists a
l1 ¥ L so that N(l1) — h mod p, and Tr(l1) – 0 mod p.
Since such a p is unramified, so Lp must be conjugate to (
A
pmA
A
A) for some
m ¥ Z. In which case, L/p L 5 Lp/p Lp 5M2(A/pA). One checks the
number of matrices inM2(A/pA) of determinant h is given by
˛q3 deg p+q2 deg p−qdeg p, if h=0
q3 deg p−qdeg p if h ] 0,
and not all of these matrices can have trace 0.
Proceeding by induction, we take a solution of the form li+1=li+p il,
where l ¥ A, and li ¥ L satisfies N(li) — h mod p i with Tr(li) – 0 mod p.
One checks that li+1 will be a solution when l is of the form
l — −
u
Tr(li)
mod p,
where u ¥ A. This is possible by our choice of li. L
We can now compute the final sum.
Proposition 3.12.
C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4=q−2v.(d).
Proof. First notice that we can replace I by any ideal J in the same
ideal class as I and not change the sum. Recall that I=La˜, for some
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a˜=(ap) ¥ JH, and N(I) is given by the coset N(a˜) U(A), where N(a˜)=
(N(ap)). If N(ap)2=p2iu
2
p, where i ¥ Z, and up ¥ A×p , then we set
J=La˜l=La˜ 1D
p | d
p−i2 .
Then
N(J)2Y ˛N(ap)2, p h d
N(ap)2 p−2i=u
2
p, p | d,
which forces (N(J)2, d)=1. Next, observe that the map
T LQ TJ/TdJ by TlQ TlN(J)2
is a surjective homomorphism with kernel Td L. Thus,
C
r ¥ J/dJ
e 3T2 N(r) b
N(J) d
4= C
o ¥ L/d L
e 3T2 N(o) N(J)3) b
d
4 .
Since (b, d)=1, we must have (bN(J)3, d)=1. Then by Lemma 3.11, we
can choose l ¥ L so that N(l) —N(J)3 b mod d, and so
C
o ¥ L/d L
e 3T2N(o) N(J)3 b
d
4= C
o ¥ L/d L
e 3T2N(o) N(l)
d
4 .
But since N(l) is a unit mod d,
C
o ¥ L/d L
e 3T2N(o) N(l)
d
4= C
o ¥ L/d L
e 3T2 N(o)
d
4 .
So we have reduced the problem to solving
S(d)= C
o ¥ L/d L
e 3T2 N(o)
d
4 .
We first let p be a prime of A dividing d and compute the value of S(pm),
S(pm)= C
l ¥ L/pm−1L
C
w ¥ L/p L
e 3T2 N(l+wpm−1)
pm
4
= C
l ¥ L/pm−1L
e 3T2 N(l)
pm
4 C
w ¥ L/p L
e 3Tr 1T2wl¯
p
24
= C
l ¥ L/pm−1L
e 3T2 N(l)
pm
4 ˛0 l ¨ p L#T2
q4 deg p l ¥
p L#
T2
.
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But if l ¥ p L#/T2 5 L, then l ¥ p L, which makes the above sum reduce to
S(pm)= C
n ¥ L/pm−2L
e 3T2 N(n)
pm−2
4 q4 deg p=S(pm−2) q4 deg p.
Hence we have must only evaluate S(p) for p split, which makes
L/p L 5M2(A/pA). If r=qdeg p, there are precisely r3+r2−r elements in
L/p L of norm 0, and r3−r elements of norm h ] 0. Then
S(p)= C
l ¥ L/p L
e 3T2N(l)
p
4=(r3+r2−r)+(r3−r) C
h ¥ (A/pA) ×
e 3T2h
p
4
=r3+r2−r+(r3−r)(−1)=r2.
Noting that if (d1, d2)=1, S(d1) S(d2)=S(d1d2), so we see that in general,
S(d)=q2 deg d=q−2v.(d). Consequently,
C
r ¥ I/dI
e 3T2N(r) b
N(I) d
4=q−2v.(d).
L
Summarizing the above results, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.13. Let L be an order of level M in H, and I a left L-ideal.
Then for A=(ac
b
d) ¥ C0(M), we have
hI(Az)=q−2v.(cx+d)hI(z).
4. HECKE OPERATORS
Let
GLg2 (K)={A ¥ GL2(K) | sgn(det A)=+1 and v.(det A) is even}.
For A=(ac
b
d) ¥ GLg2 (K) and z=(y0 xy
−1
y−1 ) ¥ H, we define the automorphy
factor
j(A, z)=q−v.(cx+d).
We want to define a slash operator on certain functions f: HQ C.
Mimicking the classical case, we would define f | [A]k=j(A, z)−kf(Az),
for A ¥ GLg2 (K). However, since f is a function on H=SL2(K)/SL2(OK. ),
we need to define what we mean by f(Az).
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Assume that A ¥ GLg2 (K) has determinant n. We write A as
A=1`n 0
0 `n
21a`n−1 b`n−1
c`n
−1
d`n
−12=1`n 0
0 `n
2 AŒ,
and observe that (a`n
−1
c`n
−1
b`n
−1
d`n
−1) ¥ H since sgn(n)=+1 and v.(n) is even.
Since the matrix (`n
0
0
`n) should act trivially on automorphic forms, we
define the value of f(Az) to be f(AŒz).
Proposition 4.1. Let B=(aŒcŒ
bŒ
dŒ) be an element of GL
g
2 (K) of determinant
m, and suppose that z=(y0
xy−1
y−1 ) ¥ H is chosen so that deg(cŒy2) [
deg(cŒx+dŒ). Then
j(AB, z)=j(A, Bz) j(B, z).
Proof. It is clear that j(AB, z)=q−v.[(caŒ+dcŒ) x+cbŒ+ddŒ]. Since we have
assumed that deg(cŒy2) [ deg(cŒx+dŒ),
BŒz — R`m y(cŒx+dŒ)−1 aŒx+bŒcŒx+dŒ (cŒx+dŒ)`m−1 y−1
0 (cŒx+dŒ)`m
−1
y−1
S mod SL2(OK. ),
hence j(A, Bz)=q−v.(c((aŒx+bŒ)/(cŒx+dŒ))+d).We then have that
j(A, Bz) j(B, z)=q−v.(c (
aŒx+bŒ
cŒx+dŒ)+d)q−v.(cŒx+dŒ)
=q−v.[(caŒ+dcŒ) x+cbŒ+ddŒ]
=j(AB, z).
L
If f: H0 C, and A ¥ GLg2 (K) as above, we define the slash operator
f | [A]k=j(A, z)−k f(Az). An automorphic form of weight k respect to
C0(M) is a function f which satisfies f | [A]k(z)=f(z) for every
A ¥ C0(M). We denote by Mk(C0(M)) the set of all automorphic forms of
weight k with respect to C0(M).
Proposition 4.2. If f: HQ C, then for A, B ¥ GLg2 (K),
f | [AB]k(z)=(f | [A]k) | [B]k(z).
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Proof. Let B=(aŒcŒ
bŒ
dŒ) ¥ GLg2 (K) and recall that f is invariant under the
action of C.. Choose h ¥ A so that (y0
(x+h) y−1
y−1 ) is such that
R aŒ`m bŒ`m
cŒ
`m
dŒ
`m
S 1y (x+h) y−1
0 y−1
2=R aŒy`m (aŒ(x+h)+bŒ)y`m
cŒy
`m
(cŒ(x+h)+dŒ)
y`m
S ,
with deg(cŒy2) [ deg(cŒ(x+h)+dŒ). Then
(f | [A]k) | [B]k=(f | [A]k)(Bz) |det(B)|
k
2 j(B, z)−k
=f(ABz) |det(B)|
k
2 j(B, z)−k |det(A)|
k
2 j(A, Bz)−k
=f | [AB]k by Proposition 4.1.
L
Now set D0(M) equal to
3A=1a b
c d
2 ¥M2(A) : c — 0 modM, (a, M)=1,sgn(det A)=+1, v.(det A) — 0 mod 24 .
For A ¥ D0(M), we write C0(M) AC0(M)=1i C0(M) ABi, with Bi a
complete set of right cosets of C0(M) 5 A−1C0(M) A0C0(M). We define
f(z) | [C0(M) AC0(M)]k=|det(A)|
k
2 C
i
f(z) | [ABi]k.
Using Proposition 4.2, one sees that f | [C0(M) AC0(M)]k is independent
of the choice of representatives Bi, and f | [C0(M) AC0(M)]k ¥Mk(C0(M)).
We then define the Hecke operator Tk(n) with deg n even by
f | Tk(n)= C
A ¥ D0(M)
det A=n
f | [C0(M) AC0(M)]k
=|n|k−1 C
A ¥ D0(M)
det A=n
Ai ¥ C0(M)0C0(M) AC0(M)
j(Ai, z)−k f(Aiz),
which is easily seen to be a finite sum. The Hecke operators map a weight k
automorphic form to a weight k automorphic form, and the action of these
operators on the Fourier coefficients of an automorphic form is analogous
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to the action of the classical Hecke operators: if f(z)=;m ¥ T2A cm(y) e{xm},
then
f | Tk(n)= C
m ¥ T2A
C
d | (n, m)
|d|k−1 cmn
d2
(y) e{xm}.
4.1. A Commutation Relation
In this section we first introduce the analog of the classical Brandt
matrices, which give the action of the Hecke operators on theta series.
Definition 4.3. Let L be an order of level M in H. Let {I1, I2, ..., Ih}
be a complete set of representatives of all the distinct left L-ideal classes,
with corresponding right orders {L1, L2, ..., Lh}. For a ¥ A, we define the
Brandt matrix B(a) by setting
B(a)ij=
1
|L×j |
#3l ¥ I−1j Ii |N(l)=a N(Ii)N(Ij)4 .
Theorem 4.4. Let L be an order of level M=M0N. For a, b ¥ A, and
p ¥ A irreducible, the Brandt matrices satisfy the following relations:
(1) B(pn) B(pm)=B(pnm), for p |M0
(2) B(p) B(pn)=B(pn+1)+q−v.(p)B(pn−1) for p hM
(3) B(a) B(b)=B(ab) when (a, b)=1.
Proof. Eichler proves similar relations for Z-orders in [5, Theorem 2,
p. 106]. Very minor modifications give the theorem for A-orders. L
We now define h2 theta series as follows: Define
hI −1j Ii (z)=
1
|L×j |
C
l ¥ TI −1j Ii
q 1y2 N(l)
N(I−1j Ii)
2 e 3x N(l)
N(I−1j Ii)
4 .
This is simply
hI −1j Ii (z)= C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ 2m
B(a)ij e{xa},
where m=v.(y). The Brandt matrices give the action of the Hecke opera-
tors on these theta series, as follows:
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Theorem 4.5. The action of the Hecke operator T(n)=T2(n) with
(n, M)=1 is given by B(n). That is, hI −1j Ii (z) | T(n) is the ij
th entry of
; a ¥ T2A
deg a [ 2m
(B(n) B(a)) e{xT2a}.
Proof. First we prove this for irreducible polynomials p hM. We have
that
hI −1j Ii (z)= C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ 2m
B(a)ij e{xa}.
The definition of T(p) shows that hI −1j Ii (z) | T(p) is equal to
C
l mod p
hI −1j Ii (z)
: 511 l
0 p
26+hI −1j Ii (z) : 51p 00 126
=|p| 1 C
l mod p
j 111 l
0 p
2, z2−2 hI −1j Ii 111 l0 p2 z2+hI −1j Ii 11p 00 12 z22
=qv.(p) C
l mod p
C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ deg y −2p −1
B(a)ij e 3x+lp a4
+q−v.(p) C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ deg y −2p
B(a)ij e{xpa}
= C
a ¥ T2A
a — 0 mod p
deg a [ deg y −2p −1
B(a)ij e 3xap 4+q−v.(p) Ca ¥ T2A
deg a [ deg y −2p
B(a)ij e{xpa}
= C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ deg y −2
1B(pa)ij+q−v.(p)B 1ap22 e{xa},
where B(ap)=0 if p h a. Then
B(pa)+q−v.(p)B 1a
p
2=B(p) B(a)
by Theorem 4.4(2) and (3). Hence we find that
hI −1j Ii | T(p)= C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ deg y −2
(B(p) B(a))ij e{xa}.
To prove the result for composite n, we use Theorem 4.4(3). L
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Theorem 4.6 (A Commutation Relation). Let L be an order of levelM,
and let {I1, I2, ..., Ih} be a complete set of left L-ideal class representatives
with corresponding right orders {L1, L2, ..., Lh}. If I any left L-ideal, then
whenever (n, M)=1 we have
hI(z) | T(n)=C
h
i=1
cihIi (z),
where
ci=
1
|L×i |
# 3l ¥ I−1i I : N(l)N(I−1i I)=n4 .
Proof. Since theta series attached to ideals in the same ideal class are
identical, it suffices to verify this for an ideal in each ideal class. If
{I1, I2, ..., Ih} is a complete set of left L-ideal class representatives with
corresponding right orders {L1, L2, ..., Lh}, then {L1, L2, ..., Lh} represent
all types of orders of level M in H, and {I−1j I1, I
−1
j I2, ..., I
−1
j Ih} run
through a complete set of left Lj-ideal classes (see Proposition 2.15 of
[14]).
Note that
T(n) hI −1j Ii (z)= C
a ¥ T2A
deg a [ deg y −2
(B(n) B(a))ij e{xa}
=C
n
k=1
B(n)ik hI −1j Ik (z),
from which the result follows. L
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